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ON THE MEANS OF QUASIREGULAR AND

QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS

DAVID JERISON AND ALLEN WEITSMAN1

Abstract. Two theorems are given regarding the means of quasiconformal and

quasiregular mappings. Together they show that the principle of subordination for

means of analytic functions has no analog, at least in the case of plane quasiregular

mappings.

I. Introduction. Let B"(r) = {x E R": |x| < r), B" = B"(l), and fix) be a

quasiregular mapping of B". Then / is continuous, / £ rVxXoc(B"), and for some

constant K (Ï < K < oo),

(l.i) n/'Wir < kjAx) a-e-;

here Jf is the Jacobian determinant, /' the Jacobian matrix, and

(1.2) ll/WH- sup|/'(*)-e|.
W-i

If in addition/is injective,/is caUed quasiconformal.

The theory of quasiregular mappings is often refened to as a natural extension of

analytic function theory, and indeed many basic properties of analytic functions

extend in some form. A brief account of this along with relevant definitions can be

found in the survey [5].

In the present note we shall present two results which together show that the

subordination principle for means, which plays a prominent role in the theory of

analytic functions [2, p. 10], has no counterpart in the theory of quasiregular

mappings.

We shall use polar coordinates, denoting by do the surface element on dB", and

dV the volume element on R".

Theorem 1. Let f be a quasiconformal mapping of B". Then there exists a

p = p(n, K) such that

(1.3) lim sup  (   \f(RS)\p do(t) < oo.
/J->1       JäB"

In the case n = 2 and/conformai, etnyp < | suffices in (1.3) [2, p. 50]; our proof

does not give this. Also if n = 2 and/is conformai, then the classical subordination

principle says that the/>th mean is bounded for any analytic g in B2, whose range is
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contained in/(52). Our next example shows, at least in the case n = 2, that there is

no conesponding effect for quasiregular mappings.

Theorem 2. There exists a quasiregular function g mapping B2 to a half plane such

that if <&(t): R -* R is any increasing function with <&(i) -> oo as t -> oo then

lim   (   *flfi>*)Ö<#- oo.
r-»l   •'o

It would be nice to have an example for arbitrary n.

H. Proof of Theorem 1. Let /=(/,,... ,/„)• We may assume without loss of

generality that/(0) = 0 and thus |/| > e for some e > 0, if \x\ > \. In the course of

this proof we shall use the letter C to denote constants which may not be the same

at each occunence, but which do not depend upon R and/».

Since / is absolutely continuous on almost every ray from the origin [4, p. 108]

we have for any p > 0 and \ < R < 1

f   \f(Rt)\p do(S) - f   \f(^)\pdo(t)
Jt\r" Jan"'dB" JdB

dr=  (      f    ̂
JdB" •'1/2

Applying (1.1), (1.2) and then Holder's inequahty we obtain for \ < R < 1

[   \f(RO\p MS) < «1/nP C"   (   \f\p-lJ//n do dr + C
JdB" J\/2 JdB"

(2.1) <K1/"p((R   f   \f\-nC+»Jfn-x do dr\
\Jl/l JdB" )

if*   (    \f\2pn/("-i)r-x do dr\
\J\/2 JdB" I

l/n

(n-D/n

+ c.
1/2

Now,

(2.2)

CR   f    \f\-"ip+»jr"-x do dr = ( \f\-n(p + »JfdV
•'1/2 JdB" JB"(R)-B"(\/2)

< ( \x\-"(p + x'> dV(x) < oo.
JW-B"(t)

Now, f(B")^Rn [4, p. 53] so if r is an omitted value we have [3, p. 73]

|/(x)| < |t| + C|t|((1 + r)/(\ - r)T, a = a(K, n) and thus

(2.3)        (R   [   |/|W(»-Dr-i da dr<cfR(l- r)-*-A-» dr+C.
•'1/2 JdB" •'1/2

Since the right-hand side of (2.3) is finite for sufficiently small p > 0, the result

follows from (2.1)-(2.3).
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DL Proof of Theorem 2. For a Borel subset E of [0, 2ir), let x& be its characteris-

tic function, and |.E| = JXe d9.

From [1, p. 139] we obtain a quasiconformal mapping <b of B2 onto itself such

that on dB2 the measure p defined by p(E) = \<p(E)\ is singular with respect to dB.

Let E Ç dB2 such that \E\ =0, p(E) > 0, and let Vx D V2 D . . . be open subsets

of [0, it) such that \VK\ "2~" and naF„D£. Define f(9) = Sx^W- Then,

/ £ L2(d9) since

Xt„ oo /    oo \2

l/l2^<2/ S**   *

< 2   f 4 2 xn) * < 2 "22-" < oo.
n-l-V.   U=l / n-1

Thus, we may take the Poisson integral of / in B2, which we continue to denote

by/. Let/be a conjugate of/, and F = f + i/.

If g = F » <b~x then, g is quasiregular, and Sie g > 0 in B2, and

f2v*(\g(re>a)\)d9 > [2w*(f ° <i>-x(re»)) d9

(3.1) ,
>   f        $(/or>-V9))^     V/J =  1,2, ....

Now, the right-hand side of (3.1) is bounded below by f^v¡¡) $(A„ ° ^>~x(re'e)) d9

where h„ is the Poisson integral of nxv ■ But hn(re'9) is continuous for 0 < r < 1,

0 E F„ since Vn is open, and <b~x is continuous on Ä2. Thus, the limit of

f<K.v„) ®(nn ° ♦   1(re'8)) ^ exists as r -»• 1. Since

f      $(n) * = ®(n)p( K„) > *(»)/»(£),       0 < p(E),

and <f>(«) can be made arbitrarily large, it follows that

*-2trJci
#(|gO*)|) df-*ao    asr^l.
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